There are circulated herewith the rectifications proposed to Schedule IX (Cuba) in their final form. These are marked Geneva, Annecy and Torquay in brackets and should be inserted in the appropriate place in sections a, b & c respectively of the draft protocol.

Addendum

Rectifications to the Cuban Schedule

On trouvera ci-joint, sous leur forme définitive, les rectifications proposées à la Liste IX (Cuba). Ces rectifications sont accompagnées de l'indication Genève, Annecy et Torquay, entre parenthèses et doivent être insérées à l'endroit approprié des sections a, b et c, respectivement, du projet de protocole.
(Geneva)

SCHEDULE IX - CUBA

(Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the English language)

PART I

Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Item 15-F
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 15-G
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 56-A
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 56-B
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 62-D
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 73-C
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 73-D
In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:
"(not negotiated)"

Item 78-C
Insert a hyphen between the words "gutta percha"

Item 78-E
Insert a hyphen between the words "gutta percha"
After Item 83-A, in the column "Description of products", insert the following words in capital letters:

"GROUP 2. COLORS, DYES AND VARNISHES"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94-B</td>
<td>In the column &quot;Rate of duty&quot; insert under the rate of duty the words: &quot;(not negotiated)&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 113-A | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)"
(Item 113-A was incorporated in Schedule IX - Geneva through the First Protocol of Rectifications). |
| 121-B | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 121-C | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 128-A | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 129-F | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 129-G | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 129-H | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
| 129-I | In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words: "(not negotiated)" |
Item 129-J

In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:

"(not negotiated)"

Item 142-A

The word "gallons" shall read:

"galloons"

Item 155-J

In the column "Rate of duty" insert under the rate of duty the words:

"(not negotiated)"

Item 209

The word "violincellos" shall read:

"violoncellos"

Item 222-B

Insert a comma after the word "accessories" and another comma after the word "classified"

Item 227-L

The comma after the word "imported" shall be deleted

PART II

Preferential Tariff

Item 72-C

The word "Powder" shall read:

"powder"

Item 142-B

The word "gallons" shall read:

"galloons"

Item 155-A

The word "Sub-Items" shall read:

"subitems"

(This rectification is not included in the Consolidated Schedule of Cuba which has been circulated to the Contracting Parties)
Item 155-E

The word "receptables" shall read:
"receptacles"

Item 155-F

The word "Sub-Items" shall read:
"subitems"

(This rectification is not included in the Consolidated Schedule of Cuba which has been circulated to the Contracting Parties)

Item 262-D

"30" shall read:
"30th"

Item 307

Insert a hyphen between the words "gutta percha"
SCHEDULE IX - CUBA

(Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the English language)

PART I

Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

Before Item 140-Ex insert the following as a heading:

"140 Carpets:"

Item 198-Ex

Next line to the description of the Item insert the words:

"Plus an ad valorem duty of"

In the column "Rate of duty" at the level of the description of the Item, instead of "0.35 plus 10% ad val. per pair" insert:

"0.35 per pair"

At the level of "Plus an ad valorem duty of" appearing in the column "Description of products" insert in the column "Rate of duty":

"10%"
Schedule IX - Cuba

(Rectifications to this Schedule are authentic only in the English language)

Part I

Most-Favoured-Nation Tariff

In the column "Cuban Tariff Item Number", insert at the level of the heading: "Knit fabrics of rayon, nylon and other similar synthetic yarns:" the number

"137"

Item 209-A

The word "violincellos" shall read:

"violoncellos"

General Notes

Delete the second paragraph of General Note II, beginning with the words:

"The notes at..."

Part II

Preferential Tariff

General Notes

Delete the second paragraph of General Note II, beginning with the words:

"The notes at ..."